1. Do you consider this paper is hotspots or important areas in the research field related to neural regeneration?
It addresses a very relevant topic in the field 2. Which area do you think this paper falls into? Neurorepair, neuroprotection, neuroregeneration or neuroplasticity. In addition:
Chapter: Rho/ROCK/PTEN pathway: clarify the used terminology as from lines 2-3: ". Despite a significant interest of researchers to this cell type, the evidence disclosing…"
Punctuation should be somehow improved (see for example in the Abstracts the following sentences:
"Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), which secrete ...... modulate reactivity/phenotype of astrocytes and the microglia thereby promoting neuroregeneration seem to be the most promising": put a comma after "microglia";
"A therapeutic effect of MSCs is due to a paracrine mechanism of their action therefore the survival of MSCs and": put a comma after "action";
"Based on the data collected we have tried (1) to establish the ...": put a comma after "collected".
